APPROPRIATIONS ACT #2 FOR FISCAL YEAR 2010-2011

An Act to appropriate funding for the SAC Commuter Commons Renovation

Be it enacted by the Senate of the Undergraduate Student Government,

SECTION 1. TITLE

This act may be referred to and cited as the “Appropriations Act #2 of 2010-2011.”

SECTION 2. FINDINGS

The Senate finds that—

1. Commuters make up approximately forty-nine percent of the undergraduate student population at Stony Brook University;

2. The Commuter Commons serves as a location for commuter students to relax and unwind between classes;

3. The upper level of the Commuter Commons was last renovated over a decade ago when SAC Phase I was first opened;

4. The requested sum for the Commuter Commons renovation equates to approximately $3.77 per undergraduate student as per the Fall 2009 enrollment statistics; and

5. The Commuter Commons renovation is a worthwhile investment that will benefit undergraduate students for many years to come.

SECTION 3. APPROPRIATION

The sum of $60,216.57 is hereby appropriated to the “Undergraduate Student Government Commuter Commons” fund for the purposes of renovating the SAC Commuter Commons.

SECTION 4. STIPULATIONS

All signage and marketing materials must refer to the Commuter Commons as the “Student Activities Center Commuter Commons,” or “SAC Commuter Commons.”
In addition there must be at least one sign stating “Renovation funded by the Undergraduate Student Government.”

**SECTION 5. EFFECT**

This act shall take effect immediately following the enactment of this Act.
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